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ac Stark effect in a doubly driven three-level atom
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In this paper we present a detailed treatment of the ac Stark effect of a three-level atom driven by two strong
laser fields in a cascade scheme. We consider two situations where there is a weak laser field probing a new
transition starting from one of the three levels to a fourth level. In one case the initial level of the probed
transition is the ground state and in the other case the initial level is the intermediate state. For both situations
we derive an analytical expression for the absorptive and dispersive responses of the weak probe field and
present the spectrum obtained from numerical calculation. The general feature of the spectrum has a three-peak
structure. The positions and relative intensities of the three spectral components are affected strongly by the
driving field intensities and detunings. An account of the spectrum is given in terms of the dressed-state
formalism.@S1050-2947~98!04709-X#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.2t, 42.50.Hz, 42.62.Fi, 42.65.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between a two-level atom and a stro
laser field is one of the most extensively studied subject
quantum optics and laser spectroscopy@1–3#. It is the sim-
plest model available for studying atom-photon interactio
and yet accounts for many interesting observations, suc
Mollow triplet, ac Stark splitting, and gain without popula
tion inversion@4–14#. With the growth of experimental so
phistication, many new and more complex nonlinear beh
iors associated with multilevel atoms interacting w
multifrequency laser fields have been considered and su
case is the subject of the present paper. The most thorou
studied situation is that of a three-level atom interacting w
two laser fields. In comparison to the two-level atom, t
three-level atom represents more possible configurations
laser interaction including V,L, and cascade schemes.
addition, in many cases of interest its theoretical analysis
be simpler than that for the two-level atom@15#. Using a
pump-probe spectroscopy method, where the pump field
a fixed frequency and its effect is examined by recording
response of the three-level atom as a function of probe fi
frequency, many interesting effects have been observed,
as ac Stark splitting~also known as Autler-Townes splittin
@16#!, coherent population trapping, electromagnetically
duced transparency, amplification, and lasing without po
lation inversion@17–36#. More recently, by driving one o
the transitions with two strong pump fields, multipeak
Stark splitting has been observed@37–40#. A comprehensive
review of the ac Stark splitting of a three-level atom in t
presence of two strong pump fields can be found in rec
papers by Narducci and his collaborators@41,42#.

In all of the investigations mentioned above the effe
have been measured by monitoring transitions within
driven three-level atom. In this paper we consider the
Stark splitting of a three-level atom subjected to two pu
fields in a different situation where there is a weak fie
probing a new transition starting from one of the three lev
to a fourth level. This is a configuration consisting of a fou
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level atom interacting with two pumps and one probe~see
Fig. 1!. The motivation for the present work originates fro
the classical papers by Cohen-Tannoudji and Reyna
which are concerned with fluorescence and absorption s
trum of a strongly driven atom under various configuratio
@43–45#. In particular, they studied a three-level atom inte
acting with two strong pump fields in a cascade scheme
predicted a three-peaked absorption spectrum@45#. Because
the purpose of these papers was to present the dressed
concept for describing atoms in a strong laser field, the d
cussion was focused on predicting the general pattern of
fluorescence and absorption spectrum. The actual spect
however, was not calculated and the discussion was
stricted to the case where both pump fields were reson
@45#. There are also other recent relevant studies which

FIG. 1. A three-level atom driven by two strong pump fields
a cascade scheme whose ac Stark effect is studied by probing a
transition starting from either~a! the ground-state levelu1& or ~b! the
intermediate levelu2& to a fourth levelu4&. v1 andv2 are the pump
field frequencies,R1 andR2 are their corresponding Rabi frequen
cies.v3 is the probe field frequency andR3 is its Rabi frequency.
The pump field detunings are given byd215v12v21 and d32

5v22v32. The probe field detuning is~a! d415v32v41 and ~b!
d425v32v42.
2310 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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PRA 58 2311ac STARK EFFECT IN A DOUBLY DRIVEN THREE- . . .
directed to some particular processes including absorp
within an electromagnetically induced transparency wind
@46# and laser-induced transparency and dark-line effe
caused by three-wave mixing in atomic systems@47#. The
purpose of this paper is to present a numerical calculatio
the absorption and dispersion profiles of a weak field wh
probes the doubly driven three-level atom to a fourth le
~see Fig. 1!. In the limit of weak probe, an analytical expre
sion is derived perturbatively for cases where the initial le
of the probed transition is either the ground-state level or
intermediate level of the three-level atom. The absorpt
and dispersion profiles are calculated for various parame
including the intensities and detunings of the driving field
We show that the general feature of the ac Stark effect of
doubly driven three-level atom is a spectrum with a trip
structure. We also discuss the general pattern of the abs
tion and dispersion profiles in terms of the dressed-state
malism.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we der
analytical solutions for the absorption and dispersion profi
by solving the density matrix equation of motion to fir
order of the weak probe field. In Sec. III we introduce t
dressed-state formalism for a three-level atom driven by
strong fields. Using the solutions given in Sec. II the abso
tion and dispersion profiles are calculated numerically a
the results are presented and discussed in Sec. IV. Also
cluded in Sec. IV is the discussion of the general pattern
the absorption and dispersion profiles using the dressed-
formalism in comparison to the numerical results. Fina
the paper is summarized in Sec. V.

II. FIRST-ORDER SOLUTION OF THE DENSITY MATRIX
EQUATION OF MOTION

We consider a three-level atom with a ground stateu1& and
excited statesu2& and u3& in the presence of two strong pum
fields with frequencies ofv1 andv2 in a cascade configura
tion as depicted in Fig. 1. Theu1&→u2& transition of fre-
quencyv21 is driven by the pump fieldv1 with a Rabi fre-
quency ofR1 . The u2&→u3& transition of frequencyv32 is
driven by the pump fieldv2 with a Rabi frequency ofR2 .
Assuming that such a doubly driven three-level atom
probed to another excited stateu4& with a weak fieldv3 of
Rabi frequencyR3 we derive the absorptive and dispersi
responses of this tunable field. Noticing that both levelsu1&
and u3& interact with a single pump field only while levelu2&
is coupled by both pump fields, we consider two situatio
~a! the weak field probesu1&→u4& transition of frequency
v41 @see Fig. 1~a!# and ~b! the weak field probesu2&→u4&
transition of frequencyv42 @see Fig. 1~b!#.

For the configuration shown in Fig. 1~a!, the density ma-
trix equation of motion is given by

ṙ115g2r221g4r441 ix1~r212r12!1 ix3~r412r14!,
~1a!

ṙ2252g2r221g3r332 ix1~r212r12!1 ix2~r322r23!,
~1b!

ṙ3352g3r332 ix2~r322r23!, ~1c!

ṙ4452g4r442 ix3~r412r14!, ~1d!
n
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ṙ215d21r212 ix1~r222r11!1 ix2r312 ix3r24, ~1e!

ṙ315d31r312 ix1r321 ix2r212 ix3r34, ~1f!

ṙ325d32r322 ix1r312 ix2~r332r22!, ~1g!

ṙ415d41r412 ix1r422 ix3~r442r11!, ~1h!

ṙ425d42r422 ix1r412 ix2r431 ix3r12, ~1i!

ṙ435d43r432 ix2r421 ix3r13, ~1j!

wherex i5Ri /2, i 51,2,3 is half of the Rabi frequencies an
the complex detuningsdi j are defined as

d215 id212
g2

2
, d315 id312

g3

2
, d325 id322

g21g3

2
,

d415 id412
g4

2
, d425 id422

g21g4

2
,

d435 id432
g31g4

2
,

and the detuningsd i j are defined as

d215v12v21, d325v22v32, d415v32v41,

d315v11v22v315d211d32,

d425v32v12v425d412d21,

d435v32v12v22v435d412d212d32.

To calculate the absorption and dispersion profiles of
field v3 probing thev41 transition, it is necessary to obtain
steady-state solution forr41. In the limit of weak probe field,
it is straightforward to derive a perturbative steady-state
lution for r41 to the first order ofx3 which can be written as

r41
~1!5x3

x1d43r12
~0!1 ix1x2r13

~0!2 i ~d42d431x2
2!r11

~0!

d41d42d431x1
2d431x2

2d41
,

~2!

where the steady-state zero-order solutionsr i j
(0) are given in

the Appendix.
For the configuration shown in Fig. 1~b!, the density ma-

trix equation of motion is given by

ṙ115g2r221g4r441 ix1~r212r12!, ~3a!

ṙ2252g2r221g3r332 ix1~r212r12!

1 ix2~r322r23!1 ix3~r422r24!, ~3b!

ṙ3352g3r332 ix2~r322r23!, ~3c!

ṙ4452g4r442 ix3~r422r24!, ~3d!

ṙ215d21r212 ix1~r222r11!1 ix2r311 ix3r41, ~3e!

ṙ315d31r312 ix1r321 ix2r21, ~3f!
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2312 PRA 58WEI, SUTER, WINDSOR, AND MANSON
ṙ325d32r322 ix1r312 ix2~r332r22!2 ix3r34, ~3g!

ṙ415d41r412 ix1r421 ix3r21, ~3h!

ṙ425d42r422 ix1r412 ix2r432 ix3~r442r22!, ~3i!

ṙ435d43r432 ix2r421 ix3r23, ~3j!

and the complex detuningsdi j are defined as

d215 id212
g2

2
, d315 id312

g3

2
, d325 id322

g21g3

2
,

d415 id412
g4

2
, d425 id422

g21g4

2
,

d435 id432
g31g4

2
,

and the detuningsd i j are defined as

d215v12v21, d325v22v32, d425v32v42,

d315v11v22v315d211d32,

d415v31v12v415d421d21,

d435v32v22v435d422d32.

Likewise, to calculate the absorption and dispersion p
files of the fieldv3 probing thev42 transition, it is necessary
to obtain a steady-state solution forr42. To the first order of
x3 , the perturbative steady-state solution forr42 can be writ-
ten as

r42
~1!5x3

x1d43r21
~0!1x2d41r23

~0!2 id41d43r22
~0!

d41d42d431x1
2d431x2

2d41
, ~4!

where the steady-state zero-order solutionsr i j
(0) are given in

the Appendix.
Having obtained the analytical solutions as shown in E

~2! and ~4! we can calculate both absorption and dispers
profiles for the doubly driven three-level atom. The abso
tion and dispersion profiles for probing thev41 transition can
be obtained by plotting the Im@r41

(1)# and Re@r41
(1)#, respec-

tively, as a function of probe detuningd41. Likewise, plot-
ting the Im@r42

(1)# and Re@r42
(1)# as a function of probe detun

ing d42, the absorption and dispersion profiles for probi
the v42 transition can be obtained. Their numerical resu
will be presented and discussed in Sec. IV.

III. THE DRESSED-ATOM FORMALISM

The analytical solution obtained in the preceding sect
allows us to calculate the weak probe field responses
arbitrary values of the parameters and provides a deta
description of how the weak field response is modified by
strong pump fields. Essential as is such a calculation, h
ever, its algebraic complexity prevents us from obtaining
simple physical interpretation. An alternative approach is
so-called dressed-state formalism, which is particularly c
venient for describing the photon-atom interaction in t
-
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strong field limit. The dressed states are eigenstates of
Hamiltonian of the total system: atom plus photon. Vario
spectral components correspond to allowed transitions
tween these dressed states while the heights of various s
tral components are determined by the transition streng
and populations associated with the dressed states. Ther
the qualitative trend and general pattern of the complica
spectrum can be predicted, which gives us much be
physical insight and allows us to present a clearer interp
tation of the numerical results. In this section the dress
state formalism is introduced to describe the general pat
of the absorption spectrum for the purpose of compari
with the numerical results. Because detailed description
the dressed-state formalism can be found elsewhere@43–
45,48,49#, we present only a brief description.

A three-level atom interacting with two quasiresona
fields in a cascade scheme is described by a Hamilton
consisting of an atomic part, a field part, and an interact
part which can be written as

H5HA1HF1HI , ~5!

where

HA5\v21u2&^2u1\v31u3&^3u, ~6a!

HF5\v1a1
†a11\v2a2

†a2 , ~6b!

H15
\g1

2
@a1u2&^1u1a1

†u1&^2u#

1
\g2

2
@a2u3&^2u1a2

†u2&^3u#, ~6c!

whereai and ai
† are annihilation and creation operators f

field modes andgi is the coupling constant. The ground-sta
energy is chosen equal to zero. We use notationu i ,n,m& to
represent the state in which the atom is in levelu i & with n
photons of fieldv1 andm photons of fieldv2 . This state is
the eigenstate of the uncoupled atom plus field Hamiltoni
HA1HF . Under the quasiresonance condition, lev
u1,n,m&, u2,n21,m&, andu3,n21,m21& become a quaside
generate triplet and the energy levels of the uncoupled a
plus field form a two-dimensional lattice of such triplets. T
interaction HamiltonianH1 introduces couplings betwee
levels within the triplet. In the basis ofu1,n,m&, u2,n
21,m&, andu3,n21,m21&, the matrix representation of th
total HamiltonianH can be written as

H2 Î ~n\v11m\v2!

5S 0
\R1

2
0

\R1

2
2\d21

\R2

2

0
\R2

2
2\d212\d32

D , ~7!

where Î is the identity matrix, the coupling constantgi is
replaced by Rabi frequencyRi , and its photon number de
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PRA 58 2313ac STARK EFFECT IN A DOUBLY DRIVEN THREE- . . .
pendence is neglected in the strong field limit. When tak
into account the coupling within the triplet, we obtain thr
perturbed states:ua,n,m&, ub,n,m&, and uc,n,m&, that are
the dressed states. The wave function and the energy of
dressed state can be obtained by diagonalizing the Ha
tonian as given in Eq.~7!. In general there are three differe
eigenvalues and the corresponding dressed states are
superposition of three unperturbed states:u1,n,m&,
u2,n21,m&, and u3,n21,m21&. In particular, for resonan
pumping d215d3250, a simple calculation yields th
dressed-state wave function,

ua,n,m&5
1

&

R1

R
u1,n,m&1

1

&
u2,n21,m&

1
1

&

R2

R
u3,n21,m21&, ~8a!

ub,n,m&52
R2

R
u1,n,m&1

R1

R
u3,n21,m21&, ~8b!

FIG. 2. Calculated absorption spectrum observed on~a! v41

transition and~b! v42 transition for various Rabi frequency of th
second driving fieldR2 with a resonant pumping:d215d3250 and
a fixed Rabi frequency of the first driving field:R1510. The Rabi
frequenciesRi and detuningsd i j have been normalized to the rela
ation rateg.
g
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il-

ear

uc,n,m&5
1

&

R1

R
u1,n,m&2

1

&
u2,n21,m&

1
1

&

R2

R
u3,n21,m21&, ~8c!

where R5AR1
21R2

2, and their corresponding energy
given by

Ea,n,m5
\R

2
, Eb,n,m50, Ec,n,m52

\R

2
. ~9!

The fourth level u4& in dressed-state representation
given by ud,n,m&5u4,n,m&, as it is not coupled to the driv
ing fields. It is thus obvious that when probed to the fou
level the general pattern of the absorption spectrum ha
three-peak structure, and their positions and relative inte
ties can be readily derived using the dressed-state pict
This will be discussed in further detail in the next section

FIG. 3. Calculated dispersion spectrum observed on~a! v41

transition and~b! v42 transition for various Rabi frequency of th
second driving fieldR2 with a resonant pumping:d215d3250 and
a fixed Rabi frequency of the first driving field:R1510. The Rabi
frequenciesRi and detuningsd i j have been normalized to the relax
ation rateg.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section we present the results of the numer
calculation and discuss the following situations:~a! the weak
field probing thev41 transition where the absorption an
dispersion spectrum is given by Im@r41

(1)# and Re@r41
(1)#, re-

spectively, and~b! the weak field probing thev42 transition
where the absorption and dispersion spectrum is given
Im@r42

(1)# and Re@r42
(1)#, respectively. As the absorption an

dispersion profiles are related to each other through the w
known Kramers-Kronig relationship, we present only o
example for the dispersive response while attention is
cused on the discussion of the absorptive response. For
plicity, it is assumed that the relaxation rates are the same
all the levels,g5g25g35g4 , and pump field Rabi frequen
cies Ri and detuningsd i j are normalized to the relaxatio
rateg.

First, we present the result for the case where both driv
fields are resonant:d215d3250. Figure 2~a! shows the ab-
sorption profiles probing thev41 transition for various inten-
sities of the second driving fieldR2 and a fixed intensity of
the first driving fieldR1510. WhenR250 the levelu3& is not
involved and the configuration of a four-level atom intera
ing with two pumps and one probe reduces to that of a th
level atom interacting with one pump and one probe. T
gives rise to a regular Autler-Townes splitting. However,
the intensity of the second driving field,R2 , increases, the
two components of the Autler-Townes doublet initially l
cated atd4156R1/2 are split further apart~also see Fig. 4,
which plots the peak positions for the spectra shown in F
2 as a function ofR2), in addition, their intensities decreas
and finally become negligible in the limit ofR2@R1 . More
significantly, the second driving field introduces a cent
component and transforms the well-known Autler-Town
doublet into a triplet. In the limit ofR2@R1 this new spectral
component becomes the dominant feature and the spec

FIG. 4. Peak positions for the spectrum shown in Fig. 2. Data
squares are forv41 transition and data in triangles forv42 transition.
Also shown is the result using the dressed-state formalism~curves
in solid lines!. The dashed straight lines and dotted straight lin
indicate the asymptotic behaviors forR2!R1 andR2@R1 , respec-
tively.
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appears to have only a single spectral component as if d
ing thev32 transition strongly enough decouples the levelu1&
with the other levels. When probing thev42 transition the
corresponding absorption spectra are shown in Fig. 2~b!.
There are some similarities with the previous spectrum.
example, the Autler-Townes doublet exhibits a similar b
havior with an increase of the splitting asR2 increases. The
magnitude of the splitting is identical to that obtained for t
previous spectrum. However, there is a remarkable dif
ence between two spectra in that only one of them beco
a triplet @Fig. 2~a!# while the other remains as a doublet@Fig.
2~b!#. It is interesting to note that, although the second dr
ing field does not act directly on levelu1&, its presence modi-
fies significantly the absorption spectrum observed on
v41 transition: not only increasing the doublet splitting, b
introducing an extra peak. On the other hand, the absorp
spectrum observed on thev42 transition remains as a double
exhibiting less modification, even though the levelu2& is
coupled simultaneously by two pump fields. The correspo

n

s

FIG. 5. Calculated absorption spectrum observed on~a! v41

transition and~b! v42 transition for various Rabi frequencies of th
second driving fieldR2 with a two-photon resonant pumping:d21

52d32522 and a fixed Rabi frequency of the first driving field
R1510. The Rabi frequenciesRi and detuningsd i j have been nor-
malized to the relaxation rateg.
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ing dispersive responses are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! for
probing thev41 andv42 transitions, respectively.

The dressed-state formalism gives a clear physical pic
as to why the spectrum is modified in such a manner.
general, the doubly driven three-level atom gives rise t
two-dimensional lattice of dressed states and each dre
state is a triplet. This results in an absorption spectrum w
a three-peak pattern when probing the doubly driven thr
level atom to a fourth level. For the specific situation
resonant pumping as shown in Fig. 2, the positions of th
three peaks are atd41 (or d42)50,6R/2 (R5AR1

21R2
2) for

probing thev41 ~or v42) transition@see Eq.~9!#, and this is
plotted as a solid line in Fig. 4 which is seen to be in go
agreement with the numerical results. It is straightforward
determine the transition strengths and populations assoc
with the dressed states and obtain the intensity of vari
spectral components. Taking the resonant pumping cas
an example, when thev41 transition is probed the allowe

FIG. 6. Calculated absorption spectrum observed on~a! v41

transition and~b! v42 transition for various detunings of the secon
driving field d32 under the conditionsd2150, R1520, andR258.
The Rabi frequenciesRi and detuningsd i j have been normalized to
the relaxation rateg.
re
n
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ed
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e-
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e
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transition is that between levelu4,n,m& and u1,n,m&, and in
the dressed-state picture the transition occurs between
ud,n,m& and triplet:ua,n,m&, ub,n,m& anduc,n,m&. As each
of the triplet states containu1,n,m& @see Eq.~8!#, there are
three allowed transitions, which results in a three-pea
spectrum. On the other hand, when thev42 transition is
probed the allowed transition is that betweenu4,n,m& and
u2,n,m& levels, and in the dressed-state picture the transi
occurs between levelud,n,m& and triplet: ua,n11,m&,
ub,n11,m&, and uc,n11,m&. The central component of th
triplet ub,n11,m& does not containu2,n,m&, hence, a dou-
blet is observed rather than a triplet. In fact, using t
dressed-state formalism it is simple to prove that this is t
even for nonresonant pumping provided that the pump
tunings satisfy a general two-photon resonance condit
d315d211d3250 or d2152d32. This is illustrated in Fig. 5
for conditionsR1510, d21522, andd3252, where traces
~a! correspond to probing thev41 transition and traces~b! to
thev42 transition. The former gives a three-peaked spectr
whereas the latter gives a two-peaked spectrum.

We have shown that under the resonant pumpingd21
5d3250 or more generally under the two-photon reson
pumpingd315d211d3250 the second driving fieldv2 intro-
duces an extra component at zero detuning of the probe
v3 when probing thev41 transition but not when probing th
v42 transition. In what follows we discuss the changes of
absorption spectrum as a function of the second driving fi
detuningd32 while keeping the first driving field resonan
d2150. The spectrum is calculated for the situationR1.R2
(R1520 andR258) and the result is shown in Fig. 6~a! for
probing thev41 transition and Fig. 6~b! for probing thev42
transition. When the second driving field has a zero detun
d3250, the absorption spectrum exhibits a triplet and doub
splitting for probing thev41 andv42 transition, respectively.
As the second driving field frequency is detuned from t
resonance, the central component associated with the se
driving field is continuously displaced from zero probe d
tuning and in both cases gains intensity. Thus in both ca
the spectrum has a triplet structure. When the second driv
field detuningd32 approaches6R1/2, there is an anticrossing
between the states associated with one of the Autler-Tow
components and the displaced central component. This le
to a further splitting which will be discussed later. For ve
large detuning,d32, the second driving field introduces neg

FIG. 7. Energy level scheme illustrating the doubly dress
state.
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2316 PRA 58WEI, SUTER, WINDSOR, AND MANSON
ligible modification to the probe field response and the p
dominant feature of the absorption spectrum is an Aut
Townes doublet associated with driving thev21 transition
with a resonant fieldv1 .

The doublet formed whend32'6R1/2 as shown above is
best discussed in terms of the doubly dressed states as
trated in Fig. 7 for thed3252R1/2 case. In the limit ofR2
!R1, instead of diagonalizing the total atom plus phot
Hamiltonian, the dressed states can be obtained by the
lowing steps. First we consider the resonant strong fieldv1
@see Fig. 7~a!# and the singly dressed states are given in F
7~b!. From this figure it can be seen that when the sec
driving field v2 is introduced with a detuningd3252R1/2 it
will be resonant with the single dressed-state transiti
u3,n21.↔ua,n., where ua,n.5(1/&)(u1,n.1u2,n
21.). This interaction gives rise to a doubly dressed st
with a splitting of R2 /& @see Fig. 7~c!#. In this doubly
dressed-state description there is an anticrossing of the s
as the detuning is varied and this leads to the trends show
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! and in particular the doublet atd32'
6R1/2.

FIG. 8. Calculated absorption spectrum observed on~a! v41

transition and~b! v42 transition for various Rabi frequency of th
second driving fieldR2 under the conditionsd2150, R1510, and
d3252R1/2525. The Rabi frequenciesRi and detuningsd i j have
been normalized to the relaxation rateg.
-
r-

us-

ol-

.
d

:

e

tes
in

The absorption spectrum at the anticrossing region is
vestigated further as a function of the intensity of the seco
driving field R2 for the specific case ofR1510, d2150, and
d3252R1/2525. The result is shown in Fig. 8 for probin
~a! the v41 and ~b! the v42 transition. In the absence of th
second driving field the spectrum is simply an Autle
Townes doublet associated with the first driving field w
two peaks at6R1/2. Introducing the second driving field
causes a doublet splitting in one of these two peaks
results in a three-peaked spectrum. The peak position
these three spectral components are plotted in Fig. 9 a
function of R2 , and are again in good agreement with t
prediction of the dressed-state formalism~solid lines in Fig.
9!. In particular, when the second driving field is weak (R2
,R1), there is a linear splitting proportional toR2 /& in one
of the Autler-Townes components~see dashed lines in Fig
9!. On the other hand, with a very largeR2 (R2@R1) the
position of the inner component approaches zero detun
and the two outer components approach a linear split
proportional toR2 . The energies of the dressed states as
ciated with the ground and intermediate states are dire
related and, hence there is a one-to-one correlation in
peak positions in the respective spectrum as shown in F
8~a! and 8~b!. However, the intensity patterns are very d
ferent for probing different transitions. When the seco
driving field is weak (R2,R1), the spectrum is comprised o
a regular Autler-Townes splitting caused by the first drivi
field and one of the two components split further by t
second driving field. As the second driving field intens
increases, in the case of probing thev41 transition the inner
component gains intensity and becomes dominant@Fig. 8~a!#,
and for very largeR2 (R2@R1) the second driving field to-
tally decouples the ground state as was the case in the r
nant pumping situation. On the other hand, when probing
v42 transition, as the second driving field intensity increas
the inner component loses intensity and becomes neglig

FIG. 9. Peak positions for the spectrum shown in Fig. 8. Data
squares are for probing thev41 transition and data in triangles fo
v42 transition. Also shown is the result using the dressed-state
malism~curves in solid lines!. The dashed straight lines and dotte
straight lines indicate the asymptotic behaviors forR2!R1 and
R2@R1 .
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@Fig. 8~b!#, and for very largeR2 , the spectrum approache
that for a regular Autler-Townes spectrum with a splitting
R2 .

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we study the ac Stark effect of a dou
driven three-level atom. We derive analytical expressions
the absorption and dispersion profiles of a weak field prob
the doubly driven three-level atom to a fourth level and c
culate the absorption spectrum for various parameters.
show that the general feature of the absorption spectrum
a triplet structure and the position and intensity of each co
ponent of the triplet depend on the intensities and detun
of the driving fields. In particular, when the driving field
satisfy a two-photon resonance condition, we observe an
teresting phenomenon where the central component of
triplet has a zero intensity when probing the intermedi
level. Finally we show that a simple physical picture of t
overall pattern of the numerical results can be obtained u
the dressed-state formalism.
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APPENDIX

The density matrix equations of motion to zero order
weak probe fieldx3 are the same for both configuration
shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, which can be written as
f

r
g

l-
e

as
-
s

n-
he
e

g

il

f

ṙ11
~0!5g2r22

~0!1g4r44
~0!1 ix1~r21

~0!2r12
~0!!, ~A1a!

ṙ22
~0!52g2r22

~0!1g3r33
~0!2 ix1~r21

~0!2r12
~0!!1 ix2~r32

~0!2r23
~0!!,

~A1b!

ṙ33
~0!52g3r33

~0!2 ix2~r32
~0!2r23

~0!!, ~A1c!

ṙ44
~0!52g4r44

~0! , ~A1d!

ṙ21
~0!5d21r21

~0!2 ix1~r22
~0!2r11

~0!!1 ix2r31
~0! , ~A1e!

ṙ31
~0!5d31r31

~0!2 ix1r32
~0!1 ix2r21

~0! , ~A1f!

ṙ32
~0!5d32r32

~0!2 ix1r31
~0!2 ix2~r33

~0!2r22
~0!!, ~A1g!

ṙ41
~0!5d41r41

~0!2 ix1r42
~0! , ~A1h!

ṙ42
~0!5d42r42

~0!2 ix1r41
~0!2 ix2r43

~0! , ~A1i!

ṙ43
~0!5d43r43

~0!2 ix2r42
~0! . ~A1j!

In the steady-state limit, the above equations can be so
exactly as
r11
~0!512r22

~0!2r33
~0!2r44

~0! , ~A2a!

r22
~0!5x1

2
2 Re~Z21!@2x2

2 Re~Y32!2g3#24x2
2Re~Y21!Re~Z32!

@g222x1
2 Re~X21!#@2x2

2 Re~Y32!2g3#14x1
2x2

2 Re~X32!Re~Y21!
, ~A2b!

r33
~0!5x2

2
2 Re~Z32!@2x1

2 Re~X21!2g2#24x1
2 Re~X32!Re~Z21!

@g222x1
2 Re~X21!#@2x2

2 Re~Y32!2g3#14x1
2x2

2 Re~X32!Re~Y21!
, ~A2c!

r21
~0!5 ix1~X21r22

~0!1Y21r33
~0!1Z21!, ~A2d!

r31
~0!5x1x2~X31r22

~0!1Y31r33
~0!1Z31!, ~A2e!

r32
~0!5 ix2~X32r22

~0!1Y32r33
~0!1Z32!, ~A2f!

r44
~0!5r41

~0!5r42
~0!5r43

~0!50, ~A2g!
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where

X215
2d31d3212x1

22x2
2

D
, X315

2d321d21

D
,

X325
2d21d3112x1

22x2
2

D
, Y215

d31d321x1
21x2

2

D
,

el

s

.

ys

.

v.

.,

tt

S

-

Y315
d322d21

D
, Y325

d21d311x1
21x2

2

D
,

Z2152
d31d321x1

2

D
, Z3152

d32

D
, Z3252

x1
2

D
,

and D5d21d31d321x1
2d211x2

2d32.
tt.

ett.

v.

n, E.

Jr.,

Jr.,

n,

.
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